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New opportunities with GoFaster
Can AS/400 improve its performance without GoFaster? A poor or improvable performance can be quite
a few and thus GoFaster is not always enough or the solution at all.
Most of the 2.000 GoFaster users in Spain have shown an interest in getting the best of their AS/400 and
has encourage us to squeeze our brains to correspond this tendency.
We now have Tuner software licences to offer our present and past GoFaster customers. Tuner is a
software application which its main purpose is the automated administration of the memory resources and
activity levels in order to achieve the optimisation of the AS400 and System i. Tuner doesn’t require to have
GoFaster installed and it surely achieves its objective independently.
Tuner is a USA product and has been installed in more than 10.000 machines during the last 10 years.
Tuner is distributed with different length temporary licences suitable to your personal computing environment.
American Top Tools has decided to put at your disposal a Tuner’s full capacity temporary licence, so you
can install it in any AS400 in your organization with the only commitment to remove the software from your
installations, after three months have elapsed, were you not interested to continue enjoying its capabilities once
the temporary licence had expired.
For more information please get in touch with Ricardo Lopez, Tuner Sales Agent, rlopez@att.es

It’s in your hands
· Avoid users hassle caused by suffering
bad response times
· Enjoy your system’s agility while
cooperating with the users
· Increase your employees efficiency
due to your computer’s fastest
response time
· Make your investment in computing
really profitable
· Achieve all for almost nothing
GoFaster
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GoFaster’s news
New Version.- Version 8.01 has been released. You can find improvements in the algorithm that
rules its performance and some advances of what is planned for the yet not announced V6R1 of
OS400. GoFster’s version 8.01 is MANDATORY for OS400 version V5R3 and higher.
New prices.- In general prices have been reduced, specially for older models. Contracting periods
are limited to 36 months and there is now the option to buy.
New market.- A new market has awaken in China and GoFaster is finding a positive welcome due to
the practical sense that characterizes that country.
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